OT Vulnerability Insights & Cyber Risk Services
Enabling proactive prevention with real-world OT context, and
helping organizations effectively reduce risk to protect their assets
Why Verve
For 25+ years, Verve has helped industrial clients ensure the reliability of their ICS/OT
environments. Security risks are increasing daily as attackers leverage newly found zero-day and
other vulnerabilities. Our VIP Security Services support clients through their security maturity
journey. We are their partner in delivering truly secure environments – from assessment to
remediation, risk analysis, experts-on-demand, and managed services.

RISK REQUIRES
CONTEXT

Information is only
valuable when
timely, utilized by
the right hands,
and when
appropriate
defensive actions
can be taken upon
it.
Verve helps you
leverage what you
have for increased
value in current
cyber security
investments and
improve OT cyber
risk reduction.

Challenge:
Among asset inventorying or patching challenges in
operational environments, one of the most critical issues for
organizations is to understand vulnerability disclosures (also
known as CVEs) in a way that is concise and comprehensive
such that they can effectively anticipate threats, understand
the vulnerability & it’s applicability, prioritize prevention
efforts, steps to eliminate or mitigate risk.
Solution:
Using our vast experience of securing industrial devices,
process control, and systems integrations, we believe that
Verve has a unique outlook on understanding what is
important to our clients & continuing their operations safely,
reliably, and securely.
To do so we examine the latest vulnerability information from a
variety of sources (including our own) and distill it down into a
nuanced report fit for consumption.
Benefits:
• Comprehensive briefings on a vulnerabilities’ essentials on
what, how, and why an organization should take note
• Detailed analyst perspective without the overhead or to
act as a cyber security multiplier when resources are
scarce
• Actionable findings that can be used to protect your
organization, augment cyber security programs, reduce
OT cyber risk using the Verve Security Platform, and
corresponding best-in-class integrations
• Frequent updates tailored to OT environments focusing on
relevant vulnerabilities targeting ICS, SCADA, IoT/IIoT &
critical infrastructure

To learn more about Verve Industrial Protection, visit www.VerveIndustrial.com

